
"I'm sending you the divine frequency. THIS FREQUENCY IS NOT VISIBLE OR AUDIBLE. YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE A SOUND CLIP 

OR VISUAL OF IT. IT GOES DIRECTLY INTO YOUR AURA. YOU MAY SEND IT TO OTHERS BY VISUALIZING IT YOURSELF. 

      I have sent you the Divine Healing Frequency downloaded to me from the Ascended Masters in answer to my fervent 

prayers to protect and heal humanity from this deadly vaccine and its spike proteins, nanobots and toxins. My prayers were 

answered with this very high divine frequency and the mandala attached below.  

     I have already sent the frequency to your aura. The mandala is for your food and water. Please print it out, cover it in 

plastic and place your food and water on it for two minutes prior to eating. 

     For those who have been vaccinated, this frequency packet neutralizes the damaging effects of the nanobots and spike 

proteins and detoxifies and removes them from the body. It reconnects the soul of the individual with Creator/Source and 

reignites the God Spark. It also restores the DNA to its original state. It takes about 4 days for the toxins to leave the body. 

     For those who have not had the shot, it protects them from being contaminated through contact with those who have 

been vaccinated or from other sources like food that has been contaminated. If one has already been contaminated, it 

repairs all damage done to the DNA and other body systems and removes the contamination. It is important to have a copy 

of the printed hologram of this frequency packet to charge all food, drink and anything that goes on the body like lotions, 

soaps, etc. Just place the items on the hologram for one minute to neutralize any contamination. This should be done 

because the food and other products are purposefully being contaminated by the Dark Ones. 

     For both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals, this frequency packet also contains the frequencies of therapeutics 

such as Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, Regeneron, Quercetin, and others. Therefore, it serves to effectively 

prevent or treat the onset of many diseases including coronavirus diseases. For each individual a shield of protection is 

activated, which protects against any attempts by the Dark Energies to inflict harm physically, mentally or spiritually. 

Included are Directed Energy Weapons (DEW), Chemtrail pollution , EMF toxicity, engineered diseases and contaminated 

food or water supplies." 

 



 

 


